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OVERVIEW
The Architectural Styles section illustrates key elements and design strategies
employed in Yonkers’ most enduring neighborhoods and presents guidelines
for homeowner application and implementation. The information presented
in this section is to be used as a design tool for creating new infill construction and transforming existing buildings, so that they reflect and perpetuate
distinctive regional character and quality of place. The goal is the restoration
of neighborhoods composed of a variety of architectural styles in a manner
that ensures consistent quality of character and detail. The four dominant
styles in Yonkers Downtown neighborhoods are Victorian, Shingle, Tudor,
and Colonial Revival. This section of the Pattern Book details each style by
presenting the following six essential components:

Victorian

is a general overview of the style’s history, culture, components, and character within Yonkers;

ESSENT I A L ELEMENT S

Shingle
MASSING A ND COMP OSIT ION

identifies key massing types and typical

facade compositions;
E AV ES A ND CORNIC ES

illustrates common profiles of eaves and cor-

nices;
W IND OWS, D OORS, A ND BAYS

gives examples of various openings

appropriate for the particular style;
PORCHES

Tudor

presents possible porch massing and details;

illustrates permissible material palettes
for the various components of the house and provides a gallery of photo
examples.
M AT ERI A L S A ND G A LL ERY

Colonial Revival
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Evolution of Architectural Styles
1800

1825

1850

Colonial Era

1875

1900

Industrial Grow th

1925

1950

Commercial Center

1975

Suburban Grow th

2000

2025

Downtown
Revitalization

Four style categories predominant in Buena Vista,
Ravine, The Hollow, Ashburton, and Nodine Hill

VICTORIAN ERA
SHINGLE
A combination of many stylistic influences including

TUDOR

Gothic Revival, Italianate
Revival, French Second
Empire, High Victorian

COLONIAL REVIVAL

Gothic, and Queen Anne
A revival of American buildings
A uniquely American style

of the Colonial Era including

that is a blend of 17th century

Federal, Georgian, and Dutch

American Vernacular houses

Colonial architecture

and massing influences from
Queen Anne
A medieval revival of Tudor
and Elizabethan houses of
England and Normandy
that flourished during the
pre-war era
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GUIDE FOR
PROPERTY OWNERS
Many homeowners recognize that modifications have been made to their home
that have diminished the beauty and integrity of the building. While replacement of windows and siding may have been well-intentioned “improvements,”
many times these have compromised the appearance of the house. By covering
the wood with aluminum or vinyl, the homeowner traded architectural beauty
for ease of maintenance. The enclosure of porches created that extra interior
room to increase living space but is unattractive from the outside.
The homeowner can typically undertake restoration with the help of a qualified contractor. A good painting company has the capability of restoring
wood siding and trim. A good roofi ng company can not only fi x the leaks
but restore the roof to its original appearance. For larger homes and multifamily buildings, the owner should consult with an architect or other qualified design professional. In any case, the owner should:
1. Determine what is not original to the house, most likely aluminum or
vinyl siding, covered trim, undersized replacement windows, roofi ng and
enclosed porches.
2. Consider the following in order of importance:

» Undersized and non-period style windows are the most noticeable mistakes.
» Aluminum and or vinyl-covered trim and siding greatly diminish the
original beauty of the house.

» Porch enclosures should be removed but are often the hardest thing to
give up because of the loss of interior space.

» A roof replacement can be well done or poorly handled depending on
the skill of those doing the work. If the roof leaks, be sure it moves up to
number one on the list!
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Typical example of a Yonkers house which has been modified to conceal
the original exterior finish, eave, and brackets.

Good example of a Yonkers house which has maintained the design
intent and reveals materials and details in concordance with the style.
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ROOFS

» If your roof leaks, your number one priority should be to repair or replace
it as soon as possible to stop the leaks. It is pointless to spend money on
other aspects of your house that could be water damaged in the future. If
you have gutters, downspouts, and perimeter drains, make sure these systems are cleaned out and functional. Leaking gutters and clogged perimeter drains could result in water penetration and wet basements. Be sure
the roof and gutters are properly installed to limit the possibility of water
infiltration during ice buildup.

» Does your house have an original roof or a replacement roof? If your house
has an original slate or tile roof, your roof can be restored by a competent
roofer. Do not replace your roofing with other products as much of the
character of your house depends on the appearance of your roof. Slate and
tile can be repaired incrementally. Flashing and gutters can be restored
and replaced to match the original design.
If you have an old replacement roof, research your house history to discover
what the original roof was. If your roof was slate or tile and is now composition shingle, you may consider restoring the roof to its original material. If
your budget does not permit these materials, there are new synthetic slate
and tile products that approximate the original appearance.
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W IND OWS

Does your house have original windows or replacements? If it has original
windows, consider restoring those windows to their original operating condition. A skilled carpenter can return your windows to their original condition.
Storm window systems are available that allow you to preserve the original
windows while increasing energy efficiency.
If you must replace the original windows, select window manufacturers who will:

» Replace the operating part of the window (the sash) without changing
the window opening and window trim on the interior and exterior. The
replacement windows should be fabricated to fit your openings and be
energy efficient.

» Match the style of the original window. Try to match the muntin
pattern on the exterior of the glazing. Many window manufacturers
have this capability.

Inappropriate, undersized window replacements.

» Select an exterior frame color that is as close to the original paint color as
you can get. You can match exterior trim including brick molding, framing trim, etc. with paint that matches the finish of the window.

» Special windows such as stained glass, unique shapes, and unique glazing
should never be replaced. These windows are essential to the character
of the house.
If you are replacing inappropriate replacement windows, research your house
with historic photography to see if you can find the original window designs.
If no photography is available, find a similar house in the neighborhood with
original windows. Use this pattern book and similar architectural style books
to select a window that best matches the style and character of your house. If
the original opening was blocked in or modified, restore the original opening
to receive the new window.

The original special window should not have
been replaced.

The undersized window replacements on the
right side of the porch can be replaced with
new windows that match the original windows on the left.
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SIDING A ND T RIM

» Uncovery: Lift the replacement siding to see what is underneath. Chances
are the original siding and trim is still there. You may discover the original
character of your house, the type of siding, the trim details, and the colors.
Many homes in Yonkers and across the country were defaced with replacement siding. The sales pitch was maintenance free living. Unfortunately,
the replacement siding covered over much of the charm and character of the
house facades. Aluminum and vinyl siding was mass produced and slapped
up with little regard for architectural integrity or craftsmanship.

» Remove the replacement siding and either restore the original or find new
siding that is similar to the original. If you are going to replace the siding, remove all of the original siding down to the sheathing. Check the
sheathing for rot. Many times the application of aluminum siding results
in moisture trapped within the wall cavity causing rot. Also, if replacing
the siding, think about blowing insulation into the wall cavities before
applying new siding. Install a breathable building wrap material before
applying the new siding material. Appropriate siding materials include:

» wood
» fiber-cement

The building at the top can serve as a guide
for restoring the building on the bottom. Note
treatment of cornices, bay windows, and color
scheme.

» restoration quality vinyl combined with cellular PVC trim
» Restore or carefully match and replace the original trim where possible
including cornices, eaves, brackets, casings, columns, and balustrades.

» Select paint colors that are similar to the original colors of your house or
are from a palette of colors commonly used with your house style. Paint
can highlight the unique features of your house.

Aluminum was used to cover up the most
beautiful features of these houses and must be
removed. Restore original cornice and window lintels.
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PORCHES

Examine the existing condition of your porch. It may have lost some of its
original trim, railings, balustrades, and columns. Old photographs of your
house may reveal the original detailing and provide important guides for
restoration. Houses similar to yours in the neighborhood may be sources
of information for your restoration.
If your porch was enclosed and you are willing to give up the interior room,
you can restore the porch through a process of uncovery and research. The
chances are good that a neighboring house has a porch you can examine as
you plan your restoration. This pattern book and others will provide guidance for proper detailing, based on your house style. After you have finished
your project, you will discover the joys of porch living.

Porch enclosures greatly diminish the beauty of
the house.

Open porches create a semi-public space that engages the public domain.
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T R A NSFORMAT IONS

This basic transformative steps
presented in this Guide may be
applied across the board, for all
styles. This page illustrates the
effect of such changes on a typical
house. Style descriptions, specifications and examples are then
included as a reference tool on following pages.

Re sidential

1 Eaves are revealed to display

cornice, bracket, and dentil
detailing below.
2 Replacement siding is removed.
3 Window and bay trim is painted

to highlight the intended vertical Victorian proportions.

Existing Yonkers house example
1

4 The porch is restored or

replaced, using columns with a
design appropriate to the applicable style of Victorian.
5 Windows are restored to origi-

nal condition, or replaced with
a similar design appropriate to
the applicable style of Victorian. (Note: 6 over 1 lites in the
double hung sash are typical
in many Victorian and Shingle
turn-of-the-century homes).

3

2
5

6 A new door is a simple transfor-

mative element.
7 Small details such as porch col-

umns and brackets also return
authentic character to the house.

8
4
7
6

8 Fresh paint and historically

appropriate colors accentuate
and brighten the facade.
Possible transformation
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Storefronts, which display a more
public face befitting their public
function, are the stewards of the
street. They require additional
maintenance and design standards
to behave as responsible stewards.
Visibility into the store, an appearance of continued investment, and
welcoming design are crucial to
animate the street and encourage a
sense of safety.

Store f ront

1 Peeling paint and sagging ele-

ments are replaced.
2 Large windows with consistent

muntin patterns maximize visibility.
3 Matched materials, color, and

treatment frame the shop front.
The shop entry is clearly linked
to the shop windows.
4 Paneling below the windows com-

pletes the storefront composition.

5 The residential entrance is replaced

with a more inviting doorway.
Small windows create transparency.
6 Original materials are restored.
7 Awnings, signage, and shadow

boxes conform with the design
guidelines in Section C.
8 Security screens are eliminated,

or if necessary concealed behind
an awning or inside the store.
9 Remove clutter from windows.

Eliminate exterior security screen
and place inside window or under
canopy awning
Paint and restore trim details
Add lighting
Remove plastic awning
Strip inappropriate paint colors
from brick
Replace doors with appropriately
scaled and detailed door units

Existing Yonkers storefront example

7
8
5
6

3
2

1

4

Possible storefront transformation
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YONKERS VICTORIAN
The Victorian style has left indelible traces across the country’s historic cities. Rising to prominence in the late 1800s, the style was popularized as
the industrial revolution facilitated mass production and brought complex
and elaborate building elements to the reach of the homebuilder. This era
resulted in a series of varied styles inspired by European imports. Italianate,
Second Empire, and Queen Anne vocabularies are the prevalent influences in
Yonkers Victorian. Urban city dwellings maximized inhabitable space within
towers and high mansard roofs, while those who sought an escape from the
dense core appreciated the Queen Anne compositional fluidity.
Tall, vertical proportions accentuate openings and define bays. Wood details
may be highly ornamental to create textured and playful facades. Porches
are an inherent massing element which create rooms for outdoor living, and
houses are often vividly painted.
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ESSENTIAL CHAR ACTERISTICS
» Double and triple window pairings
» Dormer windows
» Steeply pitched gable roofs
» Open eaves, ornate carved wood
brackets, and trim in contrasting colors
» Vertical proportions for windows and
doors
» Wrapping porches and strong corner
massing elements
» Deep paint tones accentuate changes
in plane or material

local trends
1. ITA LI A N AT E

» Formal facade composition
accentuated with sculptural elements and towers

» Robust cornices and brackets
with exorbitant overhang

» Full vertical projecting bays
» Low hipped or flat roofs
» Brick and stone used as ornamentation

2. SECOND EMPIRE

» Mansard roofs with ornamental
slate

» Arched openings with hooded
or bracketed windows

» Doorways with consoles and
segmental arches

» Asymmetrical porches supported by non-classical columns

» Bracketed cornice

3 . QUEEN A NNE

» Asymmetrical massing with
gables and projecting bays

» Porches with exotic columns
» Delicate, lacy ornamentation
» Porches characterized by wood
spindlework and slender posts

» Palladian windows
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Yo n k e r s
Vi c to r i a n

Massing and Composition
MASSING

COMP OSIT ION

Detached House

These are usually narrow-front or L-shaped. Mansard roofs with dormers are common. Full centered porches are typical on small houses, but may be asymmetrical on larger massing. Towers and
turrets accentuate large houses.

Duplexes should read as large houses and may incorporate more dynamic massing elements such as
towers, turrets, and multiple porches.

Townhouse

Townhouses may have high pitched roofs with dormers or flat roofs with tall cornices. Angled bays
are common. Compositions may repeat along townhouse rows.

Apartment

Apartments are typically articulated as 2- or 3- bay. Angled bays are common. Roofs are usually
flat with tall cornices but may also be steeply pitched.
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Duplex

Eaves and Cornices
EAVES

» Boxed eaves typically have pro-

6-12

filed brackets at 24 inches on
center and grouped at corners.

» Deep frieze boards and deep
decorative gable end boards help
accent roof elements.

0"
–1

are common.

Eave

6"

6"

» Eave returns on gable elevations

12

Roof

Frieze

12"–16"

10"–18"
Wall

Section of a boxed eave with
brackets

14"–18"

Elevation of a boxed eave with
return

CORNICES

» Cornices with parapet walls are
most common on brick buildings.

» Cornice pieces can be brick,
stone, or formed metal profi les.

» Proportions are typically very
vertical, and may have deep
overhangs.

Section detail of a typical cornice

Elevation of a typical cornice
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Yo n k e r s
Vi c to r i a n

Windows, Doors, and Bays
WINDOWS

» Special windows are suited to
hierarchical positions such as
the gable, dormers, and/or bay
windows.

» Larger first-floor windows are
common, as are paired windows.

» Windows should be set deep in
the wall for better shadow lines.

» Shutters are permitted, but

Windows are typically double-hung. Rectangular and full or segmental arches are common.

Typical dormer detail

must be sized to match window
opening.

DOORS

» Glass is often incorporated
into exterior front doors; panes
should be vertical and can have
an arched top.

» Transom windows are
encouraged.

BAYS

» Single-story bays are generally

Typical Victorian door, with glass panel and
optional transom window (shown at right).

on the first floor.

» Multi-story bays, primarily
Italianate, are often paired and
frame the entry.

Examples of additional Victorian door
possibilities
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Bay windows (two examples above) are frequently used. Trim and brackets should reflect
the motifs used elsewhere on the facade.

Porches
12

PORCHES
4-6

» Windows and doors must open

» May have more elaborate detailing than the rest of the building.

» Column types include 6- to
8-inch square posts (often with
chamfered edges), 6- to 8-inch
square double posts and turned
columns.

» Square or turned balusters and
decorative plank rails are recommended.

8"–10"
12"–15"

8'-0" minimum

onto the porch; column locations should relate to the openings which they frame.

3'-0"

8"–10"
Even column spacing
relates to openings

Elevation of a typical porch, exhibiting
Second Empire decorative brackets

minimum 8' depth

Section detail of a typical porch,
exhibiting Queen Anne turned
columns and spindlework

» Profile brackets are common
between the column and beam.

» Spindle work under porch beam
typically echoes railing details.

Victorian column and bracket detail

Elevation of a typical porch with Queen Anne
elaborate carved rails and turned columns

Victorian column and bracket detail

Victorian column details
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Yo n k e r s
Vi c to r i a n

Materials
ROOFING

W IND OWS

P ORCH C EILINGS

» Slate (including manufactured

» Painted wood, solid cellular

» Plaster, tongue-and-groove

slate products), laminated
asphalt or composition shingles
with a slate pattern, or hexagonal or scallop-shaped shingles

PVC, or clad wood; true divided light or simulated divided
light (SDL) sash with traditional exterior muntin profi le

SOFFIT S

D OORS

» Smooth-finish composition

» Wood, composite, or fiberglass

board, tongue-and-groove wood
boards, or fiber-cement panels

with traditional stile-and-rail
proportions and raised panel
profiles, painted or stained

GUT T ERS & D OW NSP OUT S

» Half-round or ogee profile gutters with round or rectangular
downspouts in copper, painted
or prefinished metal

SHUT T ERS

» Wood or composite, sized to
match window sash and mounted with hardware to appear
operable

CL A DDING

» Smooth-finish wood or fibercement lap siding, 4 to 6 inches
exposure

» Vertical board and batten siding
» Smooth-finish brick, common
bond

» Random-width cut wood or
fiber-cement shingles

» Decorative cut wood or fibercement shingles in fishscale,
diamond, and staggered patterns
T RIM

» Wood, composite, cellular PVC
or polyurethane millwork; stone
or cast stone
FOUNDAT IONS & CHIMNE YS

» Brick or stone veneer
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COLUMNS

» Architecturally correct Classical
proportions and details in wood,
fiberglass, or composite material

» Square box column with chamfered corners in built-up wood,
fiberglass, or composite material

» Turned posts (minimum 6-inch
stock) in wood, fiberglass, or
composite material
R A ILINGS

» Milled wood or composite top and
bottom rails with square, turned,
or scroll-cut board balusters
BR ACK E T S

» Wood, composite, or polyurethane millwork

wood or composite boards, or
beaded-profi le plywood
FRONT FENC ES

» Wood picket, or wrought iron
or solid bar stock metal picket
with ornamental metal posts
LIGHT ING

» Porch pendant or wall-mounted
carriage lantern

Gallery
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YONKERS SHINGLE
The Shingle style became more prevalent in the late 19th century as architecture started to transition away from the more ornate Victorian style. The
Shingle tradition is expressed in houses that took their form from 17th century vernacular dwellings and then applied classical ornament. This tradition, purely American in origin, emphasized architecture merging with the
land. Resulting houses typically have a profi le that transitions smoothly to
the land with a base of fieldstone or rubble. Yonkers Shingle also reflects
regional Arts & Crafts influence with an accentuation of horizontally and
oversized details.
The rough shingles, which give this style its name, cover large swooping roofs
that may project beyond the ground floor. While the Gambrel roof is most
common in this region, many structures have a complex combination of roof
forms with irregular floor plans. Porches, towers, and verandas are typically
pulled into the main body of the house.
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ESSENTIAL CHAR ACTERISTICS
» Large overhanging roofs
» Gambrel roofs
» Shingled surfaces
» Horizontal emphasis
» Classical details: elliptical windows,
fan lights, ionic columns
» Wide, oversized mass and eave elements
» Deep porches and verandas carved
out of the main body
» Fieldstone base

local trends
1. SHINGLE

» Rough textures using shingle
and randomly-laid stone

» High-pitched gambrel and
gable roofs

» Exposed roof rafters
» Multi-light sash and casement
windows

» Dark shingle siding contrasts
with white or light trim

» Integral porches may be
asymmetrical

2. A RT S & C R A F T S

» Low-pitched gabled roof
» Gabled dormers
» Wide, unenclosed eave and
decorative braces

» Columns and piers with squat
proportions, or paired

» Stone bases and low piers
» Full porches
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Yo n k e r s
Shingle

Massing and Composition
COMPOSIT ION

Detached House

Potential compositions based on a narrow, medium, and large lot

Duplex House

Compositions for duplexes may be either symmetrical or asymmetrical
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MASSING

Eaves and Cornices
12

EAVES

» Boxed eaves are most common

7
Purlin to Bend Sheathing

and can have outriggers at 24
inches on center.

6"
–1

» Profiled brackets may be

12

12
3

grouped at corners.

22
12

6"- 8"

» Eave returns on gable elevations

"
12

12
10

2

2x4 Truss

are common.

» Simple molding between wall
and soffit – typically no frieze
board but can exist as a shallow
flat trim.

Elevation of a boxed eave with high roof pitch

18"

Section of an eave with raked
soffit

Elevation of a boxed eave with
return

Photo examples of eaves with brackets, exposed rafters, and deep overhangs.
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Yo n k e r s
Shingle

Windows, Doors, and Bays
WINDOWS

» Special windows are suited to
hierarchical positions such as
the gable, dormers, and/or bay
windows.

» Larger first-floor windows are
common, as are paired or triple
windows.

» Typically double hung or
casement

» Shutters are permitted, but

Windows are typically double-hung. Triple
pairings are common, as are 6-over-1 or
6-over-6 pane patterns.

Typical dormer detail (above) and
section of a hooded window (right)

must be sized to match window
opening.

DOORS

» Typically 6'-8", 7'-0", 8'-0"
heights

» Glass is often incorporated
into exterior front doors; panes
should be square or vertical.

» Transom windows are permitted.
» All door trim typically matches
the window trim.

BAYS

» Bays are usually single-story
Bay windows create asymmetrical compositions.

and may be on the ground or
upper floors.

» Bays usually include multiple
openings.

Typical Shingle doors
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Porches
PORCHES

onto the porch; column locations should relate to the openings which they frame.

» Integrated and additive porches
are equally common.

8'-0" minimum

» Windows and doors must open

» Porch structural systems are
sometimes articulated as walls
with large openings rather than
columns and beam.

Even column spacing
relates to openings

» Column types include 8- to
10-inch square posts, 8- to
12-inch diameter turned Tuscan
columns as singles or pairs; piers
clad in shingles or stone.

minimum 8’ depth

Elevation of a typical porch

Section detail of a typical porch

Detail elevation of a typical inset
Shingle porch showing flared
shingle treatment

» Square or simple turned balusters are recommended.

» Solid porch rails should be faced
in siding or shingles to match
the main mass, or stone.

8"–12" sq.
16"

24"

2"–4" thick

8"–10"

8"–12"

4"–8" thick

8"

16"

16"-20"

Double Tuscan columns
on stone wall

Timber post with
diagonal bracing

Column-and-beam with
overhanging rafter
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Materials
ROOFING

» Cedar shakes, slate (including
manufactured slate products),
laminated asphalt or composition shingles

ed light or simulated divided
light (SDL) sash with traditional exterior muntin profi le
D OORS

» Wood, fiberglass or steel with
SOFFIT S

» Smooth-finish composition
board, tongue-and-groove wood
boards, or fiber-cement panels

» Gutters & Downspouts
» Half-round or ogee profile gutters with round or rectangular
down-spouts in copper, painted
or prefinished metal
CL A DDING

» Random-width cut wood or
fiber-cement shingles with
mitered corners or 5/4 x 6-inch
corner board trim

» Smooth-finish wood or fibercement lap siding, 4 to 8 inches
exposure, with mitered corners
or 5/4 x 6-inch corner board trim

» Smooth-finish brick in Common bond pattern

» Light sand-finish stucco
FOUNDAT IONS, PIERS
& CHIMNE YS

» Brick, stucco, or stone veneer

traditional stile-and-rail proportions and panel profi les, painted
or stained
SHUT T ERS

» Not used
COLUMNS

» Wood, fiberglass, or composite
with Classical proportions and
details
R A ILINGS

» Wood or composite top and bottom rails with square balusters

» Solid rails clad in siding,
shingles, stucco, brick, or stone
veneer
BR ACK E T S

» Wood or composite
P ORCH C EILINGS

» Plaster, tongue-and-groove
wood or composite boards, or
beaded-profi le plywood
FRONT YA RD FENC ES

T RIM

» Wood, composite, cellular PVC,
or polyurethane millwork
W IND OWS

» Painted wood, solid cellular
PVC, or clad wood; true divid-
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» Wood picket, masonry with
stucco, brick or stone finish, or
combination
LIGHT ING

» Porch pendant or wall-mounted
lantern

Yo n k e r s
Shingle

Gallery
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YONKERS TUDOR
The Tudor style emerged in the late 19th century, accompanying the Arts
& Crafts movement in turning away from the industrialization of building
and returning to traditional design. Tudor buildings reflect English architectural traditions, highlight natural materials, and express structural elements
through design.
Yonkers Tudor incorporates both rustic Tudor Revival and the whimsical
European Romantic cottage trends. Endearing houses are defined by asymmetrical roofs, overlapping gables, and romantic entry porches while larger
masses create more austere street walls punctuated by jewelled window panes
and patterned in combinations of brick, stone, and half-timbered motifs.

ESSENTIAL CHAR ACTERISTICS
» Steep slate, gabled roofs
» Prominent cross gables on main
facades
» Decorative half-timbering
» Contrasting combinations of brick,
stucco, stone, and wood
» Prominent chimneys
» Parapets, often crenellated
» Grouped windows with multi-pane
glazing and vertical proportions
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local trends
1. EUROPE A N ROMA NT IC

» Shallow eaves, often extended
asymmetrically toward the
ground

» Irregular window placement in
a broad expanse of wall

» Eaves may be misaligned
between major massing forms

» Understated entrances, often
incorporating round arches

» Porches may be recessed behind
projecting gables

2. T UD OR RE VIVA L

» Towers and mock battlements
» Steep gables and half-timbering
applied to otherwise symmetrical facades

»
»
»
»

Half timbered upper facades
Tall ornamental chimneys
Mullioned and oriel windows
Patterned brickwork and stonework, with alternating colors
and textures

» Small entry porches, or no
porch with ornate doorway surround of cut stone

» Tudor flattened pointed arches
are common
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Yo n k e r s
Tu d o r

Massing and Composition
MASSING

COMPOSIT ION

Detached House

Potential compositions based on a narrow, medium, and large lot. Compositions are usually asymmetrical and gables are frequently incorporated. Porches may be integrated into the gable front or
engaged onto the side.

Apartments

Tudor is a prevalent style among Yonkers apartment buildings of varying scales. Gables and
engaged porches create dynamic compositions that break large masses into a series of smaller scaled
elements. These composition diagrams illustrate possibilities for narrow, medium, and large lots.
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Eaves and Cornices
EAVES

» Overhangs tend to be gener-

12

ally shallow (up to 10 inches)
although they are sometimes
as deep as 18 inches where half
timbering is used. Eave construction is typically of three
types:
1 Boxed eave, 4 to 10 inches deep
2 Exposed 2 x 8-inch rafter tails

set 16 to 24 inches on center,
and trimmed parallel to the
ground

6-12

10"–18"

Section of a closed boxed eave
with crown molding

14"–18"

Elevation of a boxed eave with
brackets

3 Bricked eave, 4 to 10 inches

deep with stepped, brick soffit

» Boxed eaves typically have profiled brackets at 24 inches on
center and grouped at corners.

» Eave returns on gable elevations
are common.

» Deep frieze boards and deep
decorative gable end boards help
accent roof elements.

» Gables feature deep rake boards

Photo example of a typical eave

Photo example of a typical eave

Photo example of a typical cornice

Photo example of a typical cornice

with expressive trim.

CORNICES

» Cornices with parapet walls are
most common on brick buildings, and may be crenellated.

» Cornice pieces can be brick,
stone, or formed metal profi les.

» The height and depth of cornice
caps are usually minimal.

» String courses or brick banding
delineates the base of the parapet to portray height.
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Windows, Doors, and Bays
WINDOWS

» Special windows are suited to
hierarchical positions such as
the gable, dormers, and/or bay
windows.

» Larger first-floor windows are
common, as are paired windows. The height of windows
should diminish with each succeeding story.

» Tall, relatively narrow windows

Windows are typically double-hung. Triple
pairings are common, as are 6-over-1 or
6-over-6 pane patterns.

Examples of possible accent windows

typically in groups of two,
three, four, or five windows
separated by posts or mullions.

» All windows have a dividedlight appearance.

» Windows surrounded by stucco
should be deeply recessed from
the facade to create the illusion
of thick walls.
DOORS

» Plank/board or panel-style sin-

Typical dormer detail

gle doors with a round or arched
top and wrought iron accents
are preferred. Doors should be
recessed as deeply as possible.

» Glass is often incorporated
into exterior front doors; panes
should be vertical and can have
an arched top.

» Transom windows and detailing
around doors are encouraged.
BAYS

» Single-story bays are generally
on the first floor.

» Multi-story bays are often
gabled or treated at towers.
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Typical door details

Bay windows create asymmetrical
compositions.

Porches and Gables
PORCHES

» Enclosed single-bay porches and
porticoes are common. Porch
may also be a bracketed hood
without column supports.
roof slope of the main mass.
The main roof commonly
descends an extra level over the
porch.

» Doors must open onto the
porch.
GABLES AND WALLS

8'-0" typical

» Side porches often reflect the

Elevation of a typical portico

Elevation of a typical porch

» Cladding with half-timber
and stucco is a characteristic of
Tudor buildings.

Cladding Possibilities

Porch Hoods

» The first floor of the main

24"

body generally is slab on grade
- elevated just enough to keep
rainwater out, about 1 foot to
1½ feet above ground.

8"–10"

» The floor-to-ceiling height on
the ground floor is typically 9
feet. The secondary floor-toceiling height is 8 to 9 feet.

» Walls are typically frame with
brick veneer or siding or a combination of these materials.

Stone, brick, or stucco

Bracketed arched porch hood

Clapboard and timber over brick

Bracketed half-timber porch hood

» Material changes typically occur
at the second floor and in gable
ends above the window head.
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Materials
ROOFING

T RIM

» Slate (including manufactured

» Wood, composite, cellular PVC

slate products), laminated
asphalt or composition shingles
with a slate pattern, or clay tile
with flat profi le
SOFFIT S

» Smooth-finish composition
board, tongue-and-groove wood
boards, or fiber-cement panels

or polyurethane millwork; stucco, stone, or cast stone
D OORS

» Wood, composite, or fiberglass
with traditional stile-and-rail
proportions and panel profi les,
painted or stained
SHUT T ERS

GUT T ERS & D OW NSP OUT S

» Not used

» Half-round or ogee profile gutters with round or rectangular
downspouts in copper, painted
or prefinished metal

COLUMNS

» Square or rectangular wood
posts and brackets

CL A DDING

R A ILINGS

» Smooth-finish brick in Com-

» Wood or composite top and bot-

mon bond pattern

» Stucco with handmade/formed
appearance (no skip-trowel or
similar); half-timbering for second story accents

» Smooth-finish wood or fibercement lap siding, 6 to 8 inches
exposure
FOUNDAT IONS, CHIMNE YS &
PIERS

» Brick or stucco with handmade/
formed appearance
W IND OWS

» Painted wood, solid cellular
PVC, or clad wood; true divided light or simulated divided
light (SDL) sash with traditional exterior muntin profi le
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tom rails with square balusters

» Wrought iron or solid bar stock
square metal picket

» Brick or masonry with stucco
finish
P ORCH C EILINGS

» Plank-and-beam or flat plaster,
tongue-and-groove wood or
composite boards, or beaded
profile plywood
FRONT YA RD FENC ES

» Wood picket, masonry with
stucco, brick or stone finish, or
combination
LIGHT ING

» Porch pendant or wall-mounted
lantern

Yo n k e r s
Tu d o r

Gallery
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YONKERS
COLONIAL REVIVAL
Colonial Revival is the most recognizable and popular style in America’s history. Taking root in the 1870s, the architectural expression is based on Classical design principles. Yonkers Colonial Revival is inspired by the Dutch,
Georgian, and Federal architectural presence in the city, and the houses
reflect elements of this heritage. A rising middle class sought to glorify links
to their past by emulating an architectural vocabulary indicative of establishment and class from bygone eras.
Simple massing types and straightforward compositions in three- or fivebay arrangements are embellished with dramatic interpretations of Classical
details. Doors are the primary focal point with elaborate pilaster surrounds,
sidelights, and transom windows. Proportions and composition are designed
to convey elegance, lightened by touches of ornamental exuberance.
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ESSENTIAL CHAR ACTERISTICS
» Simple, straightforward volumes with
side wings and porches added to create more complex forms
» An orderly, symmetrical relationship
between windows and doors
» Centrally placed and accentuated
entries
» Simplified Classical details, especially
in door surrounds and cornices
» Double-hung windows with
multiple panes, sometimes paired

local trends
1. GEORGI A N

» High-pitched gambrel and
hipped roofs

» Roof balustrades may be used
» Smooth stone quoins, lentils,
and keystones

» Palladian windows
» Triangular pediments over
doorways and dormers

» Strictly symmetrical facade
» Centered pedimented gables
1. DUTCH COLONI A L

» Gambrel roofs and high-pitched
gables with parapeted ends

» Flared eaves
» Paired end chimneys
» Shed dormers across the width
of the facade

» Shutters with decorative motifs
» Usually no more than 2 stories
2. FED ER A L

» Side gabled or low hipped roof;
or flat with classical cornice

» Semicircular fanlight over door
» Decorative moldings including
cornices, dentils, and applied
motifs

» Flat stone lintels
» Palladian windows
» Refined, delicate interpretations
of Georgian details
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Massing and Composition
MASSING

COMPOSIT ION

Detached House

Simple massing may present a broad or narrow front. Broad fronts typically have front dormers.
Roofs may be gabled or gambrel. Chimneys are a prominent element. Porches are usually centered
and may be full or single bay.

Duplex

Duplexes should read as a large house. In-line units are usually symmetrical. Front gables can
delineate each unit. Porches are usually one-story, and may be full (shared) or individual per unit.

Simple massing is typical. Angled bays may be used and are often paired with columnar porches.
Both flat or pitched roofs with dormers are common. Bay patterns are very regular.

Apartment

Facades are usually symmetrical. Roofs are flat or pitched; cornices may step in height. Columnar
porches are common and are often centered. Ground-floor residential composition usually matches
upper floors.
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Townhouse

Eaves and Cornices
EAVES

» Boxed eaves are most common

6-12

and can have outriggers at 24
inches on center.
0"
–1

are common.

Eave

6"

6"

» Eave returns on gable elevations

12

Roof

Frieze

12"–16"

» Frieze board and arrangement
of moldings are common.

CORNICES

10"–18"

Section of a boxed eave with
siding

Wall

14"–18"

Elevation of a boxed eave with
return

» Cornices with parapet walls are
most common on brick buildings.

» Cornice pieces can be brick,
stone, or formed metal profi les.

» Decorative motifs are often
incorporated.

Examples of typical cornices
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Windows, Doors, and Bays
WINDOWS

» Special windows are suited to
hierarchical positions such as
the gable, dormers, and/or bay
windows.

» Larger first-floor windows are
common, as are paired windows.

» Shutters are permitted, but
must be sized to match window
opening.

Windows are typically double-hung. Triple pairings are common, as are 6-over-1 or 6-over-6
pane patterns.

DOORS

» Glass is often incorporated into
exterior front doors; fanlight
windows are suggested.

» Transom windows are encouraged.

BAYS

» Single-story bays are generally

Typical dormer details

on the first floor.

» Bays on upper floors are usually
symmetrical or centered over a
porch.

Typical Colonial Revival doors
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Bay windows create asymmetrical
compositions.

Porches
PORCHES

» Windows and doors must open

8"–10"
12"–15"

additive; or articulated as walls
with large openings.

» Column types include 8- to
10-inch square posts, 8- to
12-inch diameter turned Tuscan
columns as singles or pairs; piers
clad in shingles or stone.

3'-0"

8"–10"
Even column spacing
relates to openings

» Use square or simple turned
balusters. Porch rails should be
faced in siding or shingles to
match the main mass, or stone.

minimum 8' depth

Elevation of typical porches
8"–12" sq.

24"

10"–12"

8" typ.
diameter

Classical column, entablature and pediment

Double columns on
paneled pedestal

8"–12"

» Porches may be integrated or

8'-0" minimum

onto the porch.

Example of a Colonial
Revival porch section

Section example of a Colonial Revival porch
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Materials
ROOFING

» Slate (including manufactured
slate products), laminated asphalt
or composition shingles with a
slate pattern, or flat clay tile
SOFFIT S

» Smooth finish composition
board, tongue-and-groove wood
boards, or fiber-cement panels
GUT T ERS & D OW NSP OUT S

» Half-round or ogee profile gutters with round or rectangular
down-spouts in copper, painted
or prefinished metal

» Wrought iron or solid bar stock
decorative metal
P ORCH C EILINGS

» Plaster, tongue-and-groove
wood or composite boards, or
beaded-profi le plywood
W IND OWS

» Painted wood, solid cellular
PVC, or clad wood; true divided light or simulated divided
light (SDL) sash with traditional exterior muntin profi le
T RIM

» Wood, composite, cellular PVC
CL A DDING

» Sand-molded or smooth-finish
brick in Common, English or
Flemish bond patterns

» Smooth-finish wood or fibercement lap siding, 6 to 8 inches
wide

» Light sand-finish stucco
FOUNDAT IONS & CHIMNE YS

» Brick, stucco, or stone veneer
COLUMNS

» Architecturally correct Classical
proportions and details in wood,
fiberglass, cast stone, or composite material
R A ILINGS

» Milled wood or composite top
and bottom rails with square or
turned balusters; square balusters in Chippendale patterns
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or polyurethane millwork; stucco, stone, or cast stone
D OORS

» Wood, composite, or fiberglass
with traditional stile-and-rail
proportions and raised panel
profiles, painted or stained
SHUT T ERS

» Wood or composite, sized to
match window sash and mounted
with hardware to appear operable
FRONT YA RD FENC ES

» Wood picket or wood, wrought
iron or solid bar stock metal
picket with brick or stucco finish masonry piers
LIGHT ING

» Porch pendant or wall-mounted
carriage lantern

Yo n k e r s
C o l o n i a l Re v i v a l

Gallery
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